ADDENDUMS

Effective January 14, 2019:

Course changes:

- 2820:131 Software Applications for Technology - Prerequisite changes to 2030:151 Technical Mathematics I
- 2860:121 Introduction to Electronics and Computers - Corequisite 2860:120 Circuit Fundamentals is removed
- 2860:237 Digital Circuits - Prerequisite changes from 2860:123 Electronic Devices to 2860:121 Introduction to Electronics and Computers
- 3230:400 Seminar: Human Origins - Prerequisites change to 3230:151 Human Evolution and [3230:304 Primates: Behavior, Morphology and Evolution or 3230:310 Human Paleontology: The Australopithecines or 3230:311 Human Paleontology: Genus Homo or 3230:401 History of Physical Anthropology or 3230:474 Special Topics in Biological Anthropology]
- 4250:440 Corrosion Management I - Title changes to Corrosion Engineering Design I
- 4400:445 Wireless Communications - Prerequisite changes from 4400:441 Digital Communication to 4400:341 Introduction to Communication Systems or 4450:440 Digital Signal Processing
- 4400:489 Electric and Hybrid Vehicles - Prerequisite changes from 3450:335 Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations to 4400:381 Energy Conversion
- 5610:450 Special Education Programming: Early Childhood - Field Experience hours increased from 20 to 50
- 6400:302 Intermediate Corporate Finance - Prerequisite (6400:301 Principles of Finance) must be completed with a grade of C or better
- 6400:338 Financial Markets & Institutions - Prerequisites (6400:300 Introduction to Finance and 6400:301 Principles of Finance) must be completed with a grade of C- or better
- 6400:343 Investments - Prerequisites (6400:300 Introduction to Finance and 6400:301 Principles of Finance) must be completed with a grade of C- or better, and options for the business statistics prerequisite become 3470:262 Introductory Statistics II or 3470:461 Applied Statistics or 6500:304 Business Statistics
- 7600:260 Theories of Rhetoric changes to 7600:360

New Courses:

- 3100:238 Biomimicry Foundations
- 3100:318 Biomimicry Design Challenge
- 3100:404 Digital Skills for Biologists
- 9821:310 Impacts of Polymers on Modern Life

Removed Courses:

- 3240:101 Case Study
- 3240:105 The Incas
- 3240:106 The Maya
- 3240:107 Archaeology of Pets
- 3240:108 World of Homer
- 3240:109 The Assyrians
- 3240:110 The Sumerians
- 3240:111 Archaeology of Slavery